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Martin addresses Senate on problems, visitation
BV MIKE LYNCH
Staff Writer
University President, in. Robert R.
Martin, addressed the Student Senate
Tuesday night, pointing out what he
considers some of its major problems
and rebutting some arguments and
issues which the Senate has advanced
recently. He also outlined for his
audience the structure of the University
administration and the ways in which
students can participate in university
governance.
"There is a problem that you 'the
Senate) meet too often," Dr. Martin said.
"You can't possibly have fundamental
things to deal with if you meet every
week. And so a far better
arrangement...would be one 'in which)
the Senate itself met less often and when
proposals were made, then you (would
have) some effort...trying to find out
what the facts are and coming forward
with good recommendations, requests
and that kind of thing."
He cited the "Faculty Senate and
faculty committees that are effective
because they work at their problems
and go into some depth and try to find
out what the issues are."

Dr Martin then gave some examples
of "the kind of things that, if you'd had
hearings or sought some advice, you
probably would never have done. And
you did yourselves a great injustice in
doing them."
First he cited the Student Senate's
recommendation for a new Faculty Code,
a code which was adapted from the
University of Kentucky's faculty
guidelines, according to David Gibson,
Chairman of the Senate's Academic
Affairs Committee.
"What was wrong with it?" Dr. Martin
asked "To begin with, if you knew
faculty members as well as I do, you
would get the same response from them
that I would get if I wrote a code and sent
it over to them. And the second thing that
was wrong with it was that they couldn't
care less about what the faculty at the
University of Kentucky thought would be
a good code, because they feel that they
are entirely capable of revising our code.
And so you really ended up offending the
vast majority of the faculty and doing no
service at all."
"The other thing that was rather interesting was that you came up with a
General Studies Degree." Dr. Martin

said that the idea of such programs was
popular five years ago. but he added.
"This is a career-oriented institution.
When you get out of this institution, we
want you to be able to go to some job
somewhere With that in mind, there
isn't very much place for a general
studies degree."
He referred to students who had taken
up such programs at schools that offered
them as "weirdos." The proposed
General Studies Degree "is a
meaningless thing," he added
Early in his address,Dr. Martin gave
what he called some "good reports"
concerning energy and tuition. He said
the University's electricity bill has been
cut about 20 per cent because of the
cooperation of everyone on campus. He
also reported that Governor Wendell
Ford's new budget did not include any
tuition hikes, though some groups had
been calling for raises in college fees.
In the area of "bad news" that the
President reported proposed increases in
the prices of coal, natural gas and
electricity. He then went on to discuss
some of the history behind the university,
the organization of its administration
and the various areas in which students

can participate Such areas include the
Student Senate. Interdorm Councils and
University committees. He said
universities operate because of "the
quality of people on the faculty...and the
motivation of the students."
Dr Martin also dealt with several
other issues of concern on campus. One
of those issues was that of housing and
dormitory visitation hours, "a
tremendous problem for you and a
tremendous problem for us."
Of the dormitories, he said, "We built
them as inexpensively as possible... They
were built with the idea that there would
be public areas and there would be
private areas. And we also built them for
one sex and not for two sexes."
He cited the great expense incurred
through building dorms and then added,
"If we go into some of the suggestions
that we have (regarding co-educational
living quarters and visitation hours), we
would have to go into a matter of millions
of dollars. First, I don't know where in
the world we'd get the money. It's the
matter of security and...supervision. But
you are either asking for extremely
expensive conversion or else you've

asking 'or a very expensive problem of
supervision "
The institutions that went to extensive
dormitory "intervisitation". he said, are
now withdrawing from thai policy after
reviewing it.
In response to a question from the
Senate after his address. Dr. Martin
emphatically stated that, despite the
scarcity of gasoline for sale on the
weekends, the University would re-open
on Monday. March 18 after Spring
Break. He noted that the vast majority of
students live in Kentucky could be on
campus for classes that day.
To another question concerning
student rights to participate in a
bargaining capacity in the determination
of University policy, he responded. "You
hear talk about deciding what you're
going to study, (but) I don't want a
doctor treating me who determined his
own curriculum. Society has to have
more stability than you could have in
that kind of situation."
One listener asked about the policy
concerning the hiring of more black
professors. Dr. Martin stated, "Before
any person is chosen, they (department

Pageant and Ball

Additional plans given OK
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Managing Kditor-News
The Centennial Committee has approved additional plans and details for
the Centennial Pageant, which has been
lenativcly rescheduled for May 1-2 and
the Centennial Ball set for May 3.
Kban Hcnson, director of Pioneer
Playhouse in Danville has been commissioned to write and direct the
Pageant, the theme of which will be "The
Spirit of Kastcrn."
According to Committee co-chairman,
Donald Fcltner, vice president for Public
Affairs. Hcnson will produce a script
based on historical information provided
by the Committee. Major scenes ol the
production will be agreed upon by the
entire Committee.
Live and recorded music will be incorporalcd involving Loy W. Lee, music
supervisor for WEKU-FM. Dr. George E.
Muns. chairman of the Department of
Music and dancing which will involve the
dance group of Mrs. Virginia Jinks,
assistanl professor of health and physical
education.
Olhor deparlmcnts which will work on
the production of the Pageant are the art
department, and the graphic arts
department and public information.
Keltncr said the drama department
will be involved only slightly because of
their prior commitment during April to
the play. "Kiss Mo Kate." "Most of the
moods and story will be reflected through

dance and music rather than dramatic
dialogue,"
said Feltner.
Choral
reading, choral chanting, and live
singing by students and faculty will also
be incorporated. The price for Pageant
tickets has been set at $1.00.
Plans for the ball are falling into place,
according to Feltner, who said the
Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra has been
contracted. Ticket prices have been set
at $5 per couple (or faculty and staff and
$2.50 per couple for full-time students.
Sponsorships will also be available for
$25. ■ »—*
"If we have to absorb some of the cost,
we will," said Feltner. "After all, this is
a special year." He added, "I imagine
the tickets will be sold on a first-come
basis. We're hoping there'll be enough
sponsors, individuals or organizations,
who will help finance the band, making it
available to students and faculty at
nominal cost."
According to Dr. Muns student
organizations may be sponsors, but not
for the purpose of gaining admission to
the ball. Tickets, at the established
rates, would be purchased by
organization members.
Some details are still in the planning
stages. The EKU women will probably
be responsible for a ball theme and
decorations, and Feltner is suggesting
the possibility of a dance contest.
Feltner said the Office of Public
Affairs expects to print a list of Centennial activities and corresponding
dates and times for distribution to the
students and alumni.

Literary magazine
searches for support

BY SHARON DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
The .student literary magazine of
Kastcrn. Aurora, has had its share of
trouble in trying to become recognized
and read by the student body.
"Aurora is not well known on campus."
commented Jennifer Daniel, "and it's
incredibly hard to get writers." Lack of
publicity seems to be a major problem.
Ms. Daniel is one of the three student
members of the Aurora staff. Alice
Montgomery and Terry Hite also help in
selecting materials for printing in the
magazne. Dr. Sutton of the English
department is the advisor to the
publication.
Aurora began as the Belles Letters in
taw. and the name was changed to
Aurora in 1967 One outstanding student.
Hob Pollack, won the Atlantic Monthlv
creative writing contest for his poetry.
Aurora is published annually and is
usualy ready for distribution by April. It

is self-supporting for he most part,
although there are a few donations each
year to help cover expenses.
The 1974 Aurora will be vailable in the
university store and Dr. Sutton's office in
the Wallace building, room 133. Members
of Sigma Tau Delta will also be selling
copies of the magazine.
In an interview. Ms. Daniel said that
the staff meets to read and discuss entries in order to decide what will be
published in the magazine.
"Strange thing about it is." said Ms.
Daniel, "we get a great deal of the
materials from people who have nothing
to do with English " She added tht
resources for the magazne are supplemented by contributions from
creative writing classes.
Ms. Daniel likes seeing non-English
oriented contributions, and would like o
see staff members coming from other
fields of major

personnel seeking new protessors) must
make it clear thai they have done
everything they can to locate qualified
blacks for Ihe position. For the Office of
Civil Rights, we have set some standards... We are doing all we can. The real
problem of il is that they haven't been
trained." He added thai EKU has been
working on Ihe problem of integration of
the entire university since 1984.
Dr. Martin said he has no plans for
retirement at this time, although he does
not intend to remain in office for the
seven remaining years which law states
he may remain before mandatory
retiremenl. He will not recommend any
particular person as his successor or
attempt to influence the choice of one.
' 'Get out of your minds, if you will, that
I make all the rules...around here. I
don't. There(isn't that much time in the
day."
In response to a final question about
the University's policy toward
marijuana, Dr. Martin said, "We know
young people. We know that if you
haven t tried marijuana, you probably
will. The only ones that we're concerned
about are those guys that are out selling
it. victimizing people...I consider it a
pretty harmless kind of thing as long as
you're not involved in the sale of it.
(Then) you're just a merchant of death
or disillusionment. We do expect that
there would be some cooperation,
because you students...know who it is
peddling the stuff."

Phi Mu, Delta
Chi celebrate
anniversary
Members of the Richmond Phi Mu
\lumnae Chapter and the Delta CM
Collegiate Chapter, Eastern, will
commemorate the 122nd anniversary of
the founding of their national collegiate
sorority at a luncheon and fashion show
at Georgetown College, Saturday.
Ann Moore Sanderson, Fashion
Designer, will present "Strings and
Things-World of Fashion."
Collegiales and alumnae throughout
the state will arrive on the Georgetown
campus at 7:30 a.m. for greetings,
buzz sessions and a Founder's
Ceremony.

TV set-up
Resembling actors rehearsing for a play, these men are
actually a light crew in Advanced Relevision Production,

directed by Bill Browning. In the course, students learn how
to direct and set up television broadcasts.

Student takes top opera honors
Thomas Rebilas, a senior music major,
recently took top honors in the slate-wide
Metropolitan Opera competition in
Louisville. He will now advance to
Regional competition in early March in
Louisville.
Rebilas will be competing against
entries from West Virginia, Southern
Ohio. Southern Indiana, and Kentucky in
the bass category.
Dr. Donald
Henrickson. Rebilas' voice teacher,
citedlhe Met as "the top competition."
Dr. Henrickson said it is "very rare for
abasshisage 121) to compete in the Mel.
"but that Rebilas'chances of winning the
regional are excellent.
Winners in
regional competition will travel to New
York for the finals. Dr. Henrickson said
Met competition "represents the opportunity for a singing career."
Last year Rebilas won the National

Association of Teachers of Singing (ATS)
upper-division men's title in the Kentucky and regional levels. He was

recently judged best male singer at the
Lexington Follies forhispart of Tevye in
"Fiddler on the Roof."

In Brock

Vincent Price to lecture
Vincent Price, star of motion pictures,
television, and theatre, will appear at
Eastern Kentucky University tonight.
The actor, art collector, teacher, and
gourmet cook will lecture in Hiram
Brock Auditorium, beginning al 7:30
p.m. Admission will be free
Prices has starred in more than 100
films and appeared in more than 500
major television shows and more than
1.000 radio shows. He is also an author,

amateur archaeologist and anthropologist.
His appearance at Eastern will be
another in Ihe EKU Center Board's
lecture series.
Some other major Center Board attractions coming to Eastern include
Maynard Ferguson and his Orchestra,
March 19, Grand Funk Railroad, March
21, and the Cincinnati Conservatory
Chorus. March 27.

Founded on March 4, 1852, at Wesleyan
College in Macon, Georgia (Ihe first
college in the world chartered to grant
degrees to women), Phi Mu, one of the
oldest collegeorganizat ions for women in
America, will celebrate its 122nd birthday this year.
Phi Mu has a total toitiated membership in excess of 60,000, adding about
2,500 new collegiate members annually.
Seven new collegiate chapters were
installed and five new alumnae chapters
chartered during the 1972-73 academic
year.
Phi Mu has a large college scholarship
and loan program, available to both
collegiate and alumnae members.
Annually, on pounders' Day, members
contribute pennies equal to the sorority's
age to the Alpha Memorial Fund. The
fund provides around (18,000 annually in
scholarships
and
interest-free
educational loans.
Additional scholarships are also
awarded through the Phi Mu Foundation.
Richmond Alumnae attending the
events: Mrs. John Davidson, Mrs.
Robert Beddow, Mrs. Bil Allhauser,
Mrs. Jack Adams, Mrs. Robert O.
Brown, Mrs Sam Carr, Mrs. J. Michael
Davis, Mrs. Hugh Gabbard, Miss Pam
Peyton, Mrs. Elizabeth Kirtz, Mrs
Mason Pope, Mrs. George Robinson.

Beverly Bush crowned
Miss Kappa Alpha Psi
V

During a special intermission at the
Kappas Black and White Ball last
Friday evening. Beverly Bush, a senior
v^^oadcasting jtfajor from Barlow,
Florida, was crooned their 1974 queen
She was crowned by llomv ""' T»
* *:K l grad from Kkrhmoncrv ho retired -as
" Miss Kappa "Alplia Psi 1973
Mrs Bush received a-Silver Cup from
the fraternity President Uose Grinage
said although she has more responsibilities than many since she is married,
is a mother, and a fulliime student, she
never has failed to help the fraternity
become well-known and respected which
was a major goal of Kappa Week
After accepting the title. Beverly said

"1 just do whatever I can tomake Kappa
Alpha Psi a dynamitefraternitv I never
thought about the title because usually
v> hfiff you ars ni arri «L • qjVu . "*"»
rmoTitateiS w^^-*^-—»•» ^v*£&^&jMb ■ ■
The queen's court consisteaof three
young ladies sel«cted'«by^the Kappa's
bearing the titles Miss Phi. Miss Nu and
Miss Pi Miss Phi was-Marcia Miller, a
junior from Louisville majoring in
business Miss Nu. Barbra Campbell, is a
junior law enforcement major from
Lexington, and Miss Pi.- Dianne Smith a
junior majoring ■* in journalism from
Lousiville Each feels it is an honor to
represent such a dedicated group of
fraternity men

• mm HMNL

J.m Smpp^er** r*MW

When you're out of splits
SportsfansallbeEastern-TennesseeTechgameMondaynighlwereentertainedathalftime by the Bardstown ElemenUrv Entertainers, who performed gymnastics such as

•£_*U* as shown above
'ecn w-.*>

The Colonels were no. so agile, and fell to
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Other than kidnapping

Terror not the answer to nation's problems
With all the kidnapping that's
going on, people are beginning to
become afraid to step out on the
street at night, or broad daylight
for that matter, and are getting
to the point where they refuse to
trust anyone, for fear of danger
to themselves or their families
and friends.
Patricia Hearst, daughter of a
prominent newspaper editor, has
been missing about three weeks.
Her kidnappers, claiming the
name of the Symbionese
Liberation
Army,
have
demanded that her father put up
money for a food distribution
program for the poor. This was
done, but apparently it wasn't
enough.
The kidnappers
demanded more money for the
program, which was virtually
impossible for the Hearst family
to come up with. The money
finally came from the Hearst
corporation, on the condition
that $2 million of it would come
upon the release of Miss Hearst
and another $2 million next
January.
Not long ago, Reg Murphy,
editor of the Atlanta Constitution
was kidnapped and held for
1700,000 ransom.
When the
money was delivered, Murphy
was fortunate enough to have
been released. And, his kidnappers were arrested, thank
goodness.
Now how long will it be befort
the next person is kidnapped for
ransom or the release of
prisoners of some other condition? And who will it be? Your
brother or sister, a friend,a ma jor
political figure? It really makes
no difference. It's all the same
when you get right down to the

nitty gritty. And the nitty-gritty
is this.
The kidnappings were, according to the kidnappers, for
very good reasons. That was the
only way to get attention for the
SLA, the only way that money
and food programs for the poor
could be achieved. That was the
only way to get $700,000 in a short
period of time, right? Wrong.
It's disgusting.
There are better ways of doing
these kinds of things, among
them a thing called negotiation.

many to slip out of going out to
look for a job or even going to
work, but why work when
someone's going to feed you free.
That's what is usually referred
to as taking advantage of a
suffering man's situations, in
this case Hearst's.
These are all things to think
about, right? Let's start thinking
now of ways to stop them, then,
before they spread and become a
social disease. You have to
remember, it can happen to
anyone. Your family could be
next.

The people it was to go to acted
like dogs fighting over the
biggest bones. And yet most of
those receiving the food looked
as if they should be out doing a
good day's work.
The food
handout was a good way for

I can't study...I've been possessed

The readers' view
Dear Editor,
One week ago today, on February 14.
1974, you published in The Eastern
Progress, an article related to
homosexuality. Upon reading this article, I feel it'js my duty as a student at
Eastern Kentucky University to voice
the noDosins opinion
Homosexual activities have long been
viewed byrenownedpsychologists and
psychiatrists as a mental disease. I
believe tiat the word of lie experts
should be sufficient evidence until there
has been sufficient proof otierwise.
Your article mentioned that an uncanny 40>per cent of (he students at
Eastern Kentucky University were
homosexuals. This information is not
only based on bias, but contains no
authentic statistics to back it up.
Therefore, we must assume that this
information is not valid. We as students
don't want biased information to be
published in a paper that is read by
people outside the University. Don't give
us false percentages! Give us tie facts!
This information re&ects upon Eastern
Kentucky University as a whole. High
school students and other people interested in attending Eastern are surely
to be swayed by this information.
The Eastern Progress has bng been
noted for its ability to publish both sides
of an argument or a contradictory
statement or article without showing

Eastern celebrates 100th year
with commemorative sculpture
Eastern's celebrating its 100th
year of higher education on
campus this year, and with a
little help from the student body
and the campus community in
general, it can be one of the best
celebrations ever.
One of among the plans for the
Centennial year is a statue, done
by Felix deWeldon, the same
fellow who did the Iwo Jima
sculpture The statue, currently
in the naking, will be placed in
the unfinished area at the ToddDupree dorm end of the Powell
Building
I This sculpture is to be paid for
through donations, the same way

What's even more disgusting,
though, than endangering
another person's life and
worrying families to death is the
grabbing, cursing, looting and
shoving that went on when the
food the Hearst's had promised
was being passed out.

that the Chapel of Meditation
was paid for. Therefore, it will
really belong to everyone who
contributes. The Progress and
the
Milestone,
Eastern's
yearbook, have already started
giving their share and we would
like to urge all of you to begin to
do your part to make the
sculpture a reality.
The Progress would like to ask
all organizations on campus to
help with this project, by giving
to the fund. Pledges can be made
if the money is not readily
available to you and these can
be paid off in a very short time
without any trouble.

bias. The Progress has many readers.
Don't let them down.
There are many people in different
walks of life, and with many different
views. I'm not criticizing any one particular person or group for their beliefs,
however, until you have facts to back up
these radical statements, I feel it is your
responsibility and obligation, as editor oi
the Progress, to print the opposing view.
Afterwhich, the students at Eastern and
all other interested readers of the
Progress can weigh the evidence, based
on statistics, and decide for themselves.
Respectfully yours,
Herbert L. Sheelinger
Apt D -6 Odessa
To the members of the Junior Class:
I would like to take this opportunity to
appraise you of the following financial
information which concerns our class.
The Junior Class has $2,790.00
available for expenditures during this
school year. It is necessary hat we use
this money in some way or it will, under
current regulations, revert to the
University upon our graduation.
I want to solicit your ideas on how we
might utilize these funds. Please address
correspondence to:
Kathy Shay
TelfordHall Box 298
Since these funds belong to you, I
believe you should decide how they will
be spent. Please let me hear from you
today.
Sincerely,
Mickey Mills
President
Junior Class
Dear Editor:
Could someone of my qualification
which is limited to that of a reader of the
Progress make a suggestion about the
student newspaper. Why waste the time
and money printing one? Your appeal to
the majority of the students is so great
that you cannot give half of them away
You may come out and say that this is the
fault ofuninvolved students, I say to get
students involved you have to involve the
students. To get students involved, one1
has to deal with matters that benefit the
students. Examples of this are many but
for some reason the people who write
think that it is beneficial to us not to tell
the students what is going on. Students
have a right to know, and the only media
we have is the Progress.
Some students are saying why should
Eastern need another newspaper when
we already have one? We will continue to

need a supplementary paper to inform
the students of this university what is (
going on and how it affects us individually. This should be continued until I
the Progress lives up to its potential and
becomes a student newspaper.
Thank you for letting me express my
feelings about the Progress.
Joe Steier
614 Commonwealth Hall
Box 93
Dear Editor:
In reply to Mr. T.G.
Moore's
newspaper article I wish to support his
view.
I thought his article had some very
good ideas and was glad to see him bring
this to the attention of the students. In
talking to many students before and
after his article was written I would
estimate that about 90 per cent feel the
same way as he. Tha main problem is
that everyone seems to be in favor of
cable T.V. but no one wants to go out and
voice their opinion as he has done. I
admit I'm not the type of person to go to
Steve Slade and try to promote this idea.
But, the least I thought I could do was
write a letter and let him know that I am
very much in support of his ideas and if
thereis anything that I could do to help
get cable TV to EKU let me know. Please
don't give up as so many others have
done.
Sincerely,
Scott Myers
Dear Editor
An interesting situation was recently
brought to my attention in the Progress's
recent articles on homosexuality on
campus. One coed after being found to be
"fooling around" with another coed by
her dorm director, was sent to the
counseling center. No mention was made
in the article of her being thrown out of
the dorm or being placed under social
probation or worse One can speculate on
what the situation would have been if
that same night the same coed was
caught doing similar acts with a member
of the opposite sex by her dorm director.
Undoubtedly this coed would have been
placed under social probation, and
probably asked to leave the dormitory,
or wor«»
The point I am trying to make here is
that since this Administration of this
campus feels it necessary to regulate our
morals it appears that it also feels that
hetrosexuaf activities performed on
campus are a greater moral wrong than
similar homosexual ones.
Bernard B. O'Bryan
Senator-at-largo
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This week's episode:
TALES OF THE AMAZING SUPER BOB.

"The Case of the
Kidnapped Editor"
"We received a letter today,"
a Progress staff member announced in the Progress office.
"Oh no, not another letter
about the Gestapo editorial!"
said Tee Hee Moore.
"I don't know, it says, 'Dear
Progress, we have kidnapped
your editor, Yawn Conley.
Instructions for ransom will be
forthcoming. Signed The EKU
Grill Liberation Army."
"You mean Yawn was kidnapped?"
"Yes! What are we going to
do?"
"Get someone to write next
week's editorials, I guess."
"Let's call the FBI!"
"Hello" said Special Agent
Jones.
"Our editor has been kidnapped"
"Is this The New York Times?
The Washington Post?"
"No, The Eastern Progress!"
"Who?"
"The Eastern Progressl"
"Aren't you the paper that ran
that Gestapo editorial?"
"But our editor Yawn Conley,
has been kidnapped!"
"Yes, we are already on the
case. It seems that she went into
the grill at Eastern for lunch and
her spaghetti bit her. When she.
passed out, a group of students
posing as the Bored of Regents
carried her out."
"But do you know who did it?*
"Martin did it."
"Martin? How do you know?"
"Well, the students blame
everything else on him. Why not
this, too?"
"Good point."
"So we are back where we
started."
"This is a job for
• "You are right!
Bob Signal, and he
shortly by air or
mobile.'"
"Thank you, Mr.

Super Bob!"
I'll give the
will be there
in the BobJones."

Suddenly a costumed hero:
decked out in maroon and white
with a large "B"' emblazoned on
his shirt, flew through the
Progress window and into the
office.
X
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"Now who is going to clean up
all of that glass*Ha>tl^e Progress^
member wondered.
. "Get some weirdo with a
General Studies Degree to clean*"
it up," Super/Bob said.
t.
"Super Bob, where have you
been? We haven't seen you for
weeks."
"I have been busy."
"Busy fighting crime and
injustice wherever you can find
it?"
"No, I have been busy with

By KEN GULLETTE

lunch for the p»st three weeks."
"Please help us find Yawn,"
the staff member pleaded.
"I have been studying this
case with my X-ray vision."
"Did you see who kidnapped
her?"
"Yes. It was a group of people
who .sell marijuana merchants
of death and, destruction"
"Here I am, folks," Yawn
said, walking into the office.
"See how fast I work?" Super
Bob beamed.
"Yawn!
Where have you
been?"
"They took me to their
hideout!"
"And what happened?"
"I...I KILLED THEM!"
"What? How?"
"I was bored with waiting, and
I had a copy of the Progress with
me, so I decided to read some of
it out loud."
"And then what happened?"
"I don't know. Suddenly they
all just fell dead on the floor."
"Well," said Super Bob. '"I
guess that s wraps up another
case."
With that he flew through the
door and out the hall window and
up, up, and away.
"I wish he would open doors
and windows before he flew
through them," Yawn said.
And everyone lived happily
ever after until the next
deadline.
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Galbraith's new book\
explores corporations

Lexington news vies
for 'worst' award
Lexington television news may
be beyond hope. It seems that
with the passing of each evening
newscast, the airwaves are
again prostituted with the kind of
garbage one comes to expect
from amateurs.
Monday night, WLEX-18
perpetrated on the viewing
public one of the worst examples
of a news show that could
possibly be imagined.
Sue
Hackett soared to new heights of
ridiculousness with her little
feature spot during the first halfhour of Dateline News. Usually,
she fills the spot with one of her
Man (?) on the Street
interviews, in which she asks
shoppers at one of the malls
things like "Do you know who
Gerald Ford is?"
Either the WLEX newscar was
out of gas, or someone else was
using the film camera, but in any
event,fans of (WO)man on the
Street were in for aletdown. That
night, viewers were treated to a
film vignette designed to
illustrate the daily travails of
channel 18's female reporter.
Hackett began by mumbling
something about how we all used
to wonder about Lois Lane in the
Superman comics, as she pursued her career as girl reporter
alongside the likes of schizoid
Clark Kent. All of this quickly
worked into the scheme of things
on a local level.
The film clip followed, a threeminute segment shown in fast
speed, which made Wonder Hackett appear to be typing,
answering the phone, playing
valet to Peter Stoner and nursemaiding Billy Thompson all at
about ninety miles per hour.
When the fitm ended, Hackett
said "Well, there you halve H.
Everything you always wanted
to know about channel 18 news

Economics and the Public
Purpose. By John Kenneth
Galbriaith
BY DR. FRED A. ENG1.E
i iuesl Writer

but were afraid to ask." More
precisely, it was everything I
had always suspected about
channel 18 news but was afraid
to ask for fear of being exposed
as having actually watched
Dateline NewsChannel 18 is not alone in its
butchery of an innocent
newscast. WTVQ-62 is so poor
that one almost feels guilty
criticizing Newswatch, a show
that has sunk so low that it surely
ties with the Titanic for record
depths. WKYT-27 is the least
nauseating
of the three
although they are guilty of
misrepresentation every night
when Howard "Chuckles"
Riggins introduces John Clark as
the
station's
Frankfort
correspondent.
Clark is
superimposed
over
a
background photo of the state
capital building, making it appear as though he is reporting
from Frankfort, when actually he
is right there with Riggins and
everyone else on Winchester
Road.
Television news of this caliber
could be tolerated if it was being
broadcast from some small town
in the boondocks. What is so
upsetting, however, is that the
shows are coming from
Lexington stations. Lexington
is, in many ways, a progressive
city. It has been rated as one of
the most desirable places in this
part of the country in which to
live. Its citizens deserve more
than a throw-together job on
their local news.
No one would deny the fact
that variety makes for interesting viewing. But when
supposedly professional
broadcasters resort to carnival
sideshow tactics on an eveing.
news show, they may as well
hang it up.

John Chisholm portrays Beckett in Murder in the Cathedral.

'Murder9 exhibits success
in Reader's Theatre
BYJERRYPARKS
Staff Writer

Through
the efforts ot
capable casting, a supurb
lighting display, and many new
innovative facilities, Mr. Dan
Robinette has successfully redacted T.S. Eliot's Murder in
the Cathedral as the first
•production in the new Gifford
Theatre.
The play centers around the
last days in the life of Thomas
Becket, and the
trials and
persecutions he endures as he
prepares himself for martyrdom.
The
Readers
Theate
Production exhibits a marked
contrast to the more traditional
stage-play, in that it emphasizes the text and content of
the author's work rather than the
actual "performing" of the
work.

,y v. rnrougn excellent lighting
myriads however, and a clever
blocking adaptation, we are
compelled to praise scenes such
as Becket's "Sermon on
Christian Martyrdom" and the
climactic demi-trial of the
Knights —whose farceful
bafoonery of self-justice lends
the play's fateful ending an air
of jest.
But doubtless, it is in the
concluding scene that we can
fully appreciate the persuading
eloquence of a fruitful toungue.
For it is here that we are sorely
coerced into believing that
Becket's murder was a mere
"suicide while being of unsound
mind" as the diligent knights
ridicule his corpse as being a
"monster of egotism"'.
■ The next production in Gifford
Theatre will be Cole Porter's
Kiss Me Kate.

Do large corporations control
much of the American economy?
Is the market system of demand
and supply no longer in effect in
much of the United States? John
Kenneth Galbraith seems to
indicate that the answer is
"Yes" to both of these questions
in his new book—Economics and
the Public Purpose, HoughtonMifflin Company, 1973.
The new book is the third and
final in a series, which included
The Affluent Society and The
Hew Industrial State. The bad
boy in Galbraith's thinking is the
giant corporation, with its vast
planning system and its control
01 the economy. The government
and the consumer are merely the
instruments of the corporation.
The corporation bends others to
its will, often by convincing' us
that the organization's goals are
ours . In order to get back its
investment, the corporation tries
>to control society so that nothing
goes wrong. The corporation
controls prices, costs, consumers, society, and the state, so
as to guarantee security, pay,
promotion, and prestige for its
executives. At all costs, the
company must be protected and
growth assured. Maximization
of profits has been replaced by
security of earnings, plus
growth, as the corporate goal.
The market system with
competition is being replaced by
a controlled price economy. By
this control, the increasing costs
can be passed on to the consumer. Innovation is no longer
geared to producing better or
cheaper goods, but to avoiding
worry— machine costs are
predictable, wage costs are not.
Thus we have a system, according to Galbraith, in which
corporations do not compete, but
rather control the market so as

to be secure. The government is
neutralized, unions' demands'
offset, and wage increases
passed on to consumers.!
Galbraith blaimes economics;
professors for perpetuating this
situation by teaching that the
American system is still market**
oriented.
What reform is advocated by
Galbraith? Indoctrination of the
public against corporate power
and freeing of the government
from corporate control via an
automatic vote against any
congressman up for re-election^
seems to be the core of his 1
program. He also favors-?
progressive income taxes/I
government wage-price controls!
and some socialization in suchi
fields as housing, medical,:
public transportation,
the i.
arts, agriculture and defense
plants.
By
socialization he means govern;,
ment ownership.
.. ,\
Although Galbraith has raised]
many valid points, and the,
corporate control and lack off
competition in such areas as the
automobile and petroleum in-,
dustries is well known,his ad-.
vocated reforms probably do not,
meet the approval of most.
Americans. Even so, something
must be done to control the
giants—maybe the public utility,;
concept is the answer.
,j
Every thinking American,
should read Economics and ttie.^
Public Purpose.
John Kenneth Galbraith is,
Paul M. Warburg Professor of
Economics
at
Harvard
University, a longtime par-'
ticipant in public affairs, and the
immediate past president of the '
American Econom i c/v
Association. He was an advisor'
to the late President Kennedy''1
and is the author of 15 books,.
including a non-economic study
entitled The Scotch.
■ -i I"
.lining

Dr. Engle is an associate
professor of economics.
iq
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Buddy Rich : Jazz's 'Super Drummer says it all
BY M)Y I.KK

Uantf Writer

Tuesday evening, Buddy Rich
stepped onto the stage at Hiram
Brock Auditorium and confirmed the rumor (perhaps
started by himself) that he is the
greatest drummer alive. The list
of his musicians also points out
the fact that his big band, consisting of fifteen players, is a
force to be reckoned with.
For an hour and a half, Buddy
and his band proved to an enthusiastic audience of approximately 450 that the sound of
the big band is not dead, but,
indeed, is alive and well, making
a comeback with a sound different from the big bands of the
1940s. Buddy learned by playing
in those bands and even leading
a couple himself; but 1974 is
something different. The music
is different; the players are, on
the whole, more familiar with
their instruments and their
capabilities. A now-sound that
was presented not as a one-night stand, but rather as a musical
experience that electrified the
audience in Brock.
Buddy's magnetic personality

emerged as soon as he sat down
behind all those Slingerlandsand
counted "One, two, three,
four..."; And the band played on
with "Straight-No Chaser", a
Thelonius Monk composition
which Buddy had previously
recorded on the Big Swing Face
album. Pat La Barbara was
featured on tenor sax, Lin ,
Biviano on trumpet and, of
course "Super Drummer" The
second chart was a familiar
Beatles
tune
and
that
arrangement just goes to show
that a big band can make good
music sound even better.
"Norwegian Wood" was fullthroated and driven steadily by
Buddy in that fine tradition of the
jazz-waltz.
Al Kaplan was introduced on
the next number. "Stand",
featuring some of the most
lyrical trombone playing I've
heard since Tommy Dorsey.
"What Are You Doing The Rest
of Your life?" was a good change
of pace as was the new chart
featuring Greg Hopkins on
fluglehorn and John Lee on bass
trombone. An extended work
entitled the "Cello One Suite"

Step-up...
*

to Checking Account Convenience.
STATE BANK
AND
TRUST COMPANY
•

m

RICHMOND, ntNiuuM
Main Street

Big Hill Ave.

,

closed the first half of the concert and showed several tempo
changes which the band just
seemed to read from Buddy's
thought-waves.
The second half of the concert
was somewhat slower paced
than the first half in order to
serve as a breather for the band
and serve as added contrast for
the audience. The fans in the
Richmond area saw Rusty
White, an extremely talented
bass player from Lexington, do a

tremendous job on the next-tofinal selection. Rusty displayed
all the virtuosity that I have ever
seen on an up-right bass and
Buddy seemed to be very
pleased indeed as they performed an all-too-brief duet.
The clincher came when
Buddy's unmistakable style
came roaring through with
another old chart of excerpts
from Leonard Bernstein's West
Side Story. I had an immediate
flashback to the first time Buddy

recorded that chart but it never
sounded so fresh and new.
Bernstein would have been
proud.
It was during this final number
that Buddy lived up to the name
"Super Drummer"
After
waiting all evening, that fantastic moment came and one
would have had to have been
there to experience it to believe
it. Toward the end of that extended solo, Buddy turned to me
backstage with a confident snarl

combined with a sarcastic smile
as if to say "See? I told you so ."
Prior to the concert, I had the^
opportunity to talk with Buddy'
and I asked him if, on his nights
off, he went to clubs to hear any
of his competition. He looked at'
me and smiled sincerely and
said "What competition?" Need
I say more? For those in at- '
tendance at Brock, there was no '
doubt about it.
Loy Lee is assistant coor-"
dinator at WEKU-FM.

STUDENTS FIND GUARANTEED SAVINGS ON CAMPUS NEEDS

Advertisement by Wallace's Bookstore

Eastern students are
experiencing one of the
greatest savings ever on
this campus. Wallace's
Book Store, located one
block off campus, offers
each Eastern student
savings that are almost
unbelievable. This past
week at Wallace's, all
posters were reduced
one half price, all
albums and stereo tapes
were reduced $1.00 off
list and all Art and
Engineering
supplies
were reduced 10 percent.
We feel that
Wallace's does offer
complete savings to the
students, where else can
Eastern students take
advantage of these
terr.ific
bargains.
According to Wallace's,
other departmpr>*c v*"l" a
be havi'rfg clearance
sales, all fraternity and
Sorority
merchandise

' will be sold at half price,
so look out big brother
and little sis, for today
you may get a gift. All
paper bound best sellers,
The
Living
Bible,
; regular priced at $9.95
• will be on sale at $7.95,
V and The Way, a campus
■edition of the Living
l> Bible will be offered for
sale at $4.95.
Wallace's does offer
each student complete
savings throughout the
store, and according to
a reliable source, all
sweat shirts, T-shirts,
and football jerseys will
be reduced half price
this week.
So how about this,
Spring items NOW on
Sf'.LZ. :.. '-I.... for the
break, at half price, and

Wallace's for store wide
savings, we still can't
believe
all
these
bargains:
Records
reduced,
Supplies
reduced, Posters half
price, Fraternity &
Sorority
merchandise
half price, Clothing
reduced,
Sunglasses
reduced
and
all

Cosmetics half price,
including the major
brands. We know these
savings
are
unbelievable, so just check
Wallace's, they do
provide
higher
education with a lower
cost.
That's only at
Wallace's Book Store,
292 South Second Street,

v.* _

i»<^i
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FR"EE "^Gstom
im-.
printing.
In uTir opinion, each
student should check

Eastern students are taking advantage
of store-wide bargains, only at at Wallace's
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Sherri I. Lenberger, Schaffner
Ele.. Louisville. Judith M. Madison Co. Schls , Richmond.
Margaret R Mason, Bryan
Leslie, B.T. Washington Ele,
Lexington; bluegrass Sch . Station Jr HS. Lexington.
I-afayette Sr. HS. Lexington;
Lexington.
Marsha R Maupin. Estill Co
HS. Irvine; Sharon Maupin,
George R
Clark HS, Win-
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Moreland. Tates Creek Sr HS,
Lexington;

Jhomas Morton. Madison HS,
Richmond, Bellevue Ele, Richmond;
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Moscinski,
Lafayette HS, Lexington;
Elizabeth A Mouyeos. George
R. Clark HS, Winchester; Artie
Mullen. Scott Co. Schools,
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Jeffery A. McCarthy, Madison HS
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THORNBERRY'S
SUPER VALUE
OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK!
ON PREMISE BAKERY
ALSO OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

Phone 623-0210

RICHMOND PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
L'.mnn «■.«

The Grand New, Brand New, Beautiful Twin-Cinemas
in Richmond are a Smash!
designed with plush seats...screenglow brilliance...stereo
sound and acres of free lighted parking

CAMPUS-CINEMAS
NOW
SHOWING!

I & 2

Univumly Shopping Center—623-0588
Eattern Bypatt at Lancatter. Richmond. Ky

TMI IMOST READ BOOK ON/f CAMPUS
fV"THE
K MOW OM SCREEN!

OPENING REMARKS
WELCOMING NEW STUDENTS.

WOODY
ALLEN
TAKES A
^
NOSTALGIC LOOK
AT THE
FUTURE.

"Now during this year, we are
going to explore ourselves
through others as a necessary
and good element in the art
of lovi ng . "
' "i.//iM(.
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Teresa A. Womack. Bryan
Station Sr. HS. Lexington:
Stalker Diane Wood. Woodford
Co. HS. Versailles. Morton Jr.
HS. Lexington; Pamela Hall
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Sherry Woolum. White Hall.
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Hdst..
Richmond;
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Workaman.
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Ele..
Lexington;
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Keene. Model. Richmond:

Eugene Kinnetz. Model. Richmond: Rose Lawrence, Model.
Richmond; Mariaon K. Mann.
Toliver Ele.. Danville: Sandra
Miller. Tates Creek Ele..
Lexington: Jackie Moon. Tates
Creek Ele.. Lexington: Polly
Moore. London Jr. HS. London:
Linda S. Nichols. Winburn Jr.
HS, Lexington;
Saundra Overstreet. Madison
Co. Schls. Richmond: Pataricia
Parker. Fourth SI. Ele..
Newport: Owens Ele. Newport;
Helen Rickett. Kirksville Ele..
Kirksville: Donald Scott, Red
Bird HS. Manchester; Richard
Skaggs. Harrodsburg HS.
Harrodsburg; L.E. Stephens,
Model. Richmond; Charles R.
Taylor.
Laurel Co.
HS. London;
y
l
'Ulurel
Pa»y R'ggs. Johnson Ele..
Lexington; Thomas Riley.
Washington
Co.
HS.
Springfield; Margaret L. Risk,
Johnson Ele. Lexington Laura
Sawyers Roark. Bellevue Ele.,
Richmond; Claudia L. Roberts,
Woodfill Ele., Ft. Thomas;
James W. Roberts. Jesse Clark
Jr. HS, Lexington;

Jr. HS. Lexington. Fayette Co.
Sch.Lexington; David W.
Wright,
Lafayette
HS,
Lexington:
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E.
Wright,
Estill
Co.
HS.
Irvine.VA Hospital. Lexington:
Vickie S. Wright. Toliver Ele..
Danville, Toliver Ele.. Danville; Kathie York, Kingston
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„ ... „
.
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>d Young. Laurel Co. HS,
London; Jerry L. Young, White
Hail Ele, Richmond; Sharon F.
Zimmerman, Henry Clay HS,
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Model, Richmond;
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*•* **?, Waggener HS,
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!
.
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°urke- Mad'son Co. Schls,
™chmon<«: Ja"'ce M. Burnett,
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Springs
Ele..
, ^,ngt0":1 G or,a Connallon,
J«n»n Ele.. Lexington;
™,M JB, Cornett- 0cker
£"„^S^SS^ ^TP
Craft, Model, Richmond; Diana
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Lloyd HS, Erlanger;
Madison
0

John

'
Richmond;

Ele.,
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°
' Waco Ele- Waco;
Sandra Robinson. Pulaski Co
=»•■•
Somerset;
Charles
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Madjson HS, RichRi.
Rodgers,
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Louisville; Patricia Rogers,
Park Hills Ele.. Park Hills;
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Station
Jr
HS,
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Ele., Lexington; Darlene Ross,
Model, Richmond; Billie A.
(Continued On Page Six)

N

The organizations scene

Forensics Tournament
The Bluegrass Invitational
Forensics Tournament will be
held here March 1-2 from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. Twenty-seven

c..h™ic .uin
,..„„.>,..., f„.
ir
schools
will compete
for .K_
the 35
awards to be presented at 11.30
a.m. Saturday in Wallace 149.
Included will be a Dr. Martin
Outstanding Speaker Award.

....
._ Club
™ .
Veteran's

_.._..

Bowling Club

The Vets Club will be holding
a drive for Muscular Distrophy
Saturday, in downtown Richmond. Roadblocks will be at the
corner of Lancaster and Maine,
the By-Pass and U.S. highway
25. Monday, a drive will be
conducted in the dorm lobbies.
The National Chairman for
Muscular Distrophy is Jerry
Lewis, well-known comedian.
Wesley Foundation
The weeks activities at the
Wesley Foundation begin this
eveningat 6:30, when the Wesley
Singers will practice , Sunday
9:30 a.m. Rap Hour: Sunday 7
p.m. "Worship Thru Sharing."
A dinner program will be held
beginning at 5|30 p.m. Monday,
Father Ketteler will discuss the
topic of "Exorcism" with a
panel. Meal expenses are $1.25.
U.S. Army News Conference

To Host Tournament

The EKU Bowling Club will
host a

tournament

against

Morehead March 2. The Final
Rioll-off game for this match is
tonight at 9.00. This is the
team's second game of the
season.
Students' International
Meditation Society
Sims EKU will present an
introductory lecture on Transcendental Meditation on
Wednesday, March 6, at 7:30
p.m. The Lecture will be held in
the Adams room of the Wallace
Building.
March
21,
a
preparatory lecture will be held
at the same place and time. The
next group meditation session
and advanced lecture for those
already practicing Meditation
will be March 23, at 7:30p.m. in
the Powell Building in Conference Room E.

Teacher
Certificate
A new conference from 9:30
Applications
a.m. to 11:00a.m. will be held in
Application for teacher
the conference room of the
certification may be made in
Citizens Union Bank, in
the
Office
of
Teacher
Lexington, March 5. LTC
Admission,
Certification
and
Broman is the Commander of
Evaluation in Room 422 of the
the U.S. Army Recruiting Main
Station in Louisville, will an- Combs Classroom Building.
Helta Lpsllon
swer questions on the U.S.
Army and the related benefits
Delta Upsilon Fraternity will
of Military Service. Please call be collecting for the Red Cross
to confirm your attendance at today through 3 p.m. in the
ifiOfi-255-1076).
Powell Building.

FRONT END ALIGNMENT

Harrad College...
where free,
liberated relations
between coed students
are encouraged!

$6.99

(most cars)

HIGH SPEED BALANCING
BRAKE SERVICE

$2.50

$8 88

(plus parts)

"Woody 'Diane
cAUea^^featon

TUNE UP

$6.99

(plus parts) ,

QAVCmEARX
SHOCK£ SPECIAL
Plr'nou'tlf^ord. Chevrolet and <oo»t
compact tars (labor included)
4 shocks installed for

Sl**p«f At 7 45
9 30
t Sun at 1 05 2 45 4 30 6 15 7 47 9 30
Late Show Sat at 11 15^

$44.44

•aiversity Tire Center, Inc.
115 N. Porter Ur.
623 7914

on the By pass

Student and Faculty Discount with I. D
THE

• • •

GET ACQUAINTED SPECIALS!
Eastern Students
and Faculty ONLY

EXPERIMENT

HarroO Eiperiment At 7 45 9 35
Sat t S Sun at 2 00 3 55 5 50 7 45 » 35
— *•'" ^f Sat at 11 2S „ C0M|NG

°
George

LAUGHING

POLICEMAN
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The world of television

Photos by
Paul Lambert,
Jim Shepherd

On the By-Pass

Presents
FAMILY ft STUDENT
NIGHT
Every Wed

510 p.m.

Family Style chicken or (part nbi
269 plut tai
(all you can aat)

«£<#•<?
V4

Ilroadcasting majors and other students take advantage of Eastern's
radio and television center The different aspects are shown here as top
left, from left. Mike Feldhaus. Jerry Perry, Roy Wasson, Jim Shepherd
and Bill Browing talk over the best angle. Middle left, Larry Lytle adjusts
a light while Gary Montgomery, bottom left, looks over the wiring. Top
right. Roy Wasson focuses on his subject while getting ready for taping.

NOW
BUCCANEER SHOWING
DRIVE-IN THEATRE SHOW TIME; 7;3Q
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUNG GIRLS
FROM SMALL TOWNS HIT THE BIG CITY.
BROKE?

o

CASE HISTORY 07736

Name LJ8V. /Vjity'., Idcity SZ&iiH&rtioa. .

Age

19

W0

>0

mm

m

_~„

&

MONEY
.-DID SHIM AVI
k CHOICE?

Vi

••,

263 E. Mam

1.25 Colonel mug
__ (worth at least $1.50)
($2.30

You keep the mugi

price

Men's and Boys S^oes

.30 A large CoJ^e
served in a heavy glass.

All for $1.49

Name Brand Shoes. Q.nRadw

*0fc'
^

Just in time
for O.V.C. basketball *

.75 A J-Boy Sandwich

~~

COLOR

SAMPLE
SHOE CENTER

A great deal for Colonel fans!

COLONEL SPECIAL

Occupation

For AdultsOnly!

Here's
A Mug
FOB You

EASTERN BYPASS-RICHMOND
'2.00 off

next tn Kr<w»r«

■ • ■•■■

PLUS;

-:'■. :-•>% »:»;*% %•«»%•■ ?s».»'C'uat

THE NAKED COUNTESS'
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GROWTH tutors children with poor study habits
BY GEORGE BICHANAN
Staff Writer
(Greater Richmond Opportunity for Wider Tutorial Help
•GROWTH'
is a loosely
knitted organization which
provider tutorial help to
children
in
Richmond
elementary
schools
The
organization
works
with
children
in grades three
through six children who.
because of social backgrounds
or other reasons, may have
developed poor study habits
GROWTH elects no officers
and onl\ its Hoard of Directors

gives it any resemblance of an
institution The board is staffed
by
Eastern
faculty
and
students, and members of the
Richmond community Eastern
students MEV0 as tutors and all
those who participate do soon a
\olunteer basis

just
another
college
organization.
were not enthusiastic
The
Kentucky
River
The organization began six Foothills Organization, which
or more years ago.' said Dr sponsored the head start
C'lawson
Student groups. program and helps the poor
theWesley Foundation, the wye interested in the disadNewman Association. JJllU UllC vantaged in one way or another
or two others,
wanted to do They and the school system
something to help children in began to show an interest in the
Richmond in some way
The program''
Once these people
GROWTH
organization* grew began to show an interest.
out of this initial want to help
GROWTH
found it easy to
The organization found it hard
begin work
to begin its work as the comDr. Claw son said
"the
munity s residents seeing it "as organization is not a club nor

personal feeling I. have for the
organization and what it's
doing
he says

C'lawson chairs
The board s chairman is Dr
Kenneth Claw son. who is also
the Dean of Academic Services
Serving on the board of
GROWTH is not a part of his
job as Dean It is something he
does on his own. "because of a

Europe offers summer jobs, money
Accommodations are inBY GKORUE BUCHANAN
cluded in the program In some
Staff Writer
Many students this summer cases free, while the exceptions
'usually for work in Londoni
w|| be faced with the problem
of what to do for the vacation are deleted from the workers
period There are numerous wages
The student can travel and
choices, the nine to five 40-hour
week,
attending
summer work in the following countries
France: Thelandof fine foods
school, or hang around the
house waiting for three months and wine as well as many
of idleness 4a end and four historical sites There will be
months of sometimes frivolous two groups whose work periods
study to begin
will be June 25 to July 31 and
Students
who
want
an June 25 to August 31. respec
alternative to the summer rut lively Jobs are in hotel and
might try work-study Not the family guest categories, with
usual routine clock-punching a|p board and lodging provided
summer job, nor the five day a free Fluent French isessential
week summer school, but work
study in in Kurope. Work at a
Great
Britain:
Includes
job both difficult and inKngland, Scotland and Wales.
teresting, and study a subject
This land of history and
which
helps
a
person's
tradition, Big Ben, Beefeaters
development as much as
at the Tower. Magna Charta,
anything
learned
in
a
the Changing of the Guard, the
classroom. The study of the
Beatles is a country where
people and cultures of the
American students can feel
Kuropean continent
completely at home. The
My working in Kurope for a
country has a good tranfew weeks or months, the
sportation system and the most
student learns more about
economical prices in all of
Kuropeans and the United
Kurope
Applicants should
States'
world role
The
know a little English
program was instituted by
Groups one through three
Vacation Work Ucl of Oxford.
dates are June 12 to July 21,
Kngland
It has been in
June 19 to August 18 and July 17
operat mil since IK67 During the
to August 24, respectively.
last seven years thousand:' of
Several jobs are offered. Some
students from various parts of
require experience^
the globe have been placed in
Italy Jobs are dmy available
numerous jobs in Kurope.
for women. The coed will live
ine student worker, once
accepted, will work in Kngland.
France, or Holy Jobs include with an Italian family as a
indoor work, such as in hotels, guest. She will perform as a
or office secretarial positions; member of that family. The
or outdoor jobs, such as on student will be able to see such
archaeological
digs, fascinating cities as Milan,
agricultural or
conservation Florence, Rome Bologna, and
ecology projects
Venice. The Italian family will

be carefully selected
so the
student may start off in a town
and then move to a holiday villa
in the country
There will be one group, June
19 through 24 for which full
boardand accommodations will
be provided. Pocket money of
about $10 will normally be paid
Pay for all jobs varies Wages
are generally low by American
standards but the jobs do offer
some intrinsic interest to young
Americans, as
well as die
pleasure of meeting young
Europeans and other students
from different parts of the
world Also, higher paying jobs
are much more demanding and
a great deal less interesting.
A work permit or other
special documents which can be
difficult to obtain or take a long
time to be issued will be
provided.
Responsible
representatives are located in
all countries where the student
will work. They
provide
backup and assistance.

Students may after their work
is finished, remain in the
country' where they are employed or return home. There
will be many sites the student
will not have seen and there will
of course be many lasting
friendships the student will
have made.
Students who have an interest
in the program should write to
Vacation Work Limited, 266
Ludlow Avenue.
Cincinnati,
Ohio 43220 Now you can get to
work on convincing your
parents that another summer
should not go by wasted..

does it perform any social
function." It is a communityuniversity
orientated
organization, using community
and
university
human
resources to help get a particular
job
done
The
organization is open to any
student who has a sufficient
interest and is willing to give his
time.

the method the teacher is using
You may do a child more harm
then good by imposing another
method." It is of course the
teacher's method that teacher
and student are trying to come
to grips with.
The tutor-student relationship
is on a one-to-one bais. "That
falls through
occasionally."
Dr. Clawson said, "because we
almost alwys have more
All students tutor
children than tutors." There is
hope that the remainder of the
These are not just stud*nts-~seTfiester w ill see an increase in
who are education majors-Dr.
There is another reason for a
Clawson added. "We find more
special education students in close tutor-teacher rapport.
it." but tutors may major in "We want the tutor to reinforce
date processing, business, industrial technology, law enforcement: "you name it." Dr.
Clawson said, "and they will be
in the organization. There is no
relation between tutor and
major," he adds.
The
organization
works
closely with the school system
in order to obtain the names of
children who need help.'You '
can go down to a street corner
at a given time and find some
children that perhaps "Would
benefit But you don't have the
basic knowledge of how they are
doing in school or what help
they
need."
A
form
is
distributed to the schools which
will finally end with the
elementary
teacher.
The
teacher then identifies the
student who may need help.

students participating in the
program. "We
want
any
organization or interested individuals to give their time."
Dr. Clawson says.
Personal relationship
The organization also tries to
keep the same personal tutor-

Jerri Sellers. Madison Voc
sell . Richmond. Linda D
Sharp. Model. Richmond. Jerry
I. Sholwell. Park Hills Kle .
Park Hills: Palsy A Sizemore.
Manchester Kle . Manchester.
Sharon I. siusher. Tales Creek
Sr IIS. Lexington; Diane Smilh.
B T
Washington
Kle..
Lexington. Juan M
Smith
ho\k'i't». Kle . Danville. Karen
I. Smith. Painr Lick Kle . Paint
Lick.

Smith. Bryan Station Sr. HS,
Lexington:
Venita
Smilh,
Roundstone Kle., Ml. Vernon.
David Snellen. Tales Creek Sr
IIS.
Lexington;
Joseph
Spalding.
Lafayette
HS.
Lexington. Anna G. Staper.
Minor Ele.. Ft. Thomas;
Woodfill Ele.. Ft. Thomas; Iver
Standard. Bryan Station Sr HS,
Lexington.
Nancy Sieger. Lloyd HS.
Krlanger:
Donna Stewart,
, Julia Kwan Ele , Lexington;
Pea Ridge Hdsl . Irvine. Joy L
Slratton. Frankfort HS, Frank
forl: Elkhorn Ele. Frankfort;
Karla Strong, Tales Creek Sr
HS. Lexington Crawford Jr
IIS. Lexington Evan Sluder.
Madison Central HS. Richmond.
Charles Summers.
Pleasure
Rdg
Park
HS.
Louisville.
Dunn
Kle..
Louisville: Anne Swain. Morton
Jr
HS.
Lexington:
Hi eek in ridge Ele.. Lexington.

There is also a charge of $15 for
Hnding family accomodabons
in London for Secretaries and a
$40 (France) or $60
(Italy)
for travel from Londonto those
two countries.

|3rogres*

Help turn "off" the
Energy Crisis

Ele.. Richmond; Sandra K.
Turner, Model HS. Richmond;
Crawford Jr., HS. Lexington;

j

James Turpin, Madison Central
Chandra R. Upchurch. Model.
Richmond; Elinda K. Vanover,
Bellevue Ele., Richmond;
Darrell Vaughn. Laurel Co. HS,
London: Jay Vedelli. Lafayette
HS. Lexington:
Kathryn L. Venable. Model
Richmond. John M. Vice.
Madison Central HS. Richmond: VA Hospital, Lexington;
Linda D Victor. Tates Creek Sr.
HS. Lexington: Goldie M.
Vittitoe. Model. Richmond;
Darla J. Vogelsang. Johnson
Ele.. Ft Thomas; Louis Volk.
Bellevue Ele.. Richmond:
David M. Wade. Harrodsburg
HS. Harrodsburg;

OUR VICE PRESIDENT-Sales, and a

started with us in a temporary job

Would YOU

like the same

College Educational Funds

opportunity?

Let us be your lunch box
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER

for under a dollar

FILL

YOU UP

SO*

Off

oi any 14" PIZZA ;

•xpircs

S. Coke

■ring this prlc*
box with you

11:00 till 3:00 only

March s

»"H£

PALACE
WE DELIVER

•*

751

#

tt4M^^r^rM~.

"Eastern Loves

623-5400
)

.

;-* /

• - »

TliiA

& THUR.

Adults

Snack Box

(oftir Nt |Mi it Nliiiriisj

SCORPIO
Children Unrfei I?

FREED CHICKEN

call 623-6966

DIANA RIGC

BURT LANCASTER PAUL SCOFIELD

KENTUCKY

available

ON THE WORLD'S
BEST PIZZA.
WHILE SAVING ONE

VINCENT PRICE

NEXT WEEK MONI-TUE.

We Eastern progress

number of our sales executives

LET ANDY'S

! $1."

Working for
GROWTH
has its time of pain, as when a
child still'does not improve,
while other times show all the
work has paid off. The feedback
of a student's improvement is
gratifying. "For example one
child was promoted as the
result of tutoring. His teacher
felt he would not have without
it." On the whole, most feedback is pleasant.

of the Powell Building.

Turner, Uloyd HS, Erlanger,
Rosetta Turner, Bellevue

& SAT.

personal attachment! to their
tutors and vice versa. There Is
nothing wrong with that, but the
focus of this organization is to
provide specific supplementary
academic tutoring." As long as
the tutor is available the two
hours he is designated there if
little said.

When planning to go home for the
weekend conserve gas by forming
CAR POOLS. To find drivers or
riders going to your area, check
the ride board on the first floor

Campus Movie
FRI.

The child will stop coming
The tutor will
follow him
home or call, and in the process
meet the parents and understand the home situation.
They may even take them to
games, the movies or other
functions." Dr. Clawson states.
Dr.
Clawson
does
not

the organization "Some of
these students develop real

BY RELIEVING

The cost of the program is
$129. This does not include insurance, which /provides for
refundof all fees paid or due for
students who become sick or
are unable to participate in the
program due to sickness or
accident, as well as the cost of
medical expenses and ad^
ditional travel and hotel
charges arising from sickness
or accident while in Europe.

William K Thacker. George
R
Clark HS. Winchester;
Richard Thomas. Madison
Central IIS. Richmond. Sammy
T Thomas. George R Clark
IIS. Winchester. Cynthia L.
Thurman. Henry Clay HS.,
Lexington
Peggy L Tingle.
Mary Jane Smith. Paint Lick
Kle.. Paint Lick. Richmond- Rellevue Kle . Richmond:
Hdst . Richmond: Michael Berea Hdst . Berea. Helen Jo
Tnsler. Paint Lick Kle . Paint
l.irida
Phipps
Smith. Lick. Marion Turley. Ballard
Breckinridge Kle. Lexington. HS. Louisville. Michael E

The children who are tutored
have a host of problems that are
not all academic. Sometimes
from a one-to-one relationship
close personal ties develop
These ties will cause tutors to
become interested in the
student beyona the ciasswork
relationship

discourage this "big brothersister
relationship"
from
developing as long as it does not
disrupt the actual objective of

In The ENERGY CRISIS,
LET'S MAKE

Student teachers announced
( i ml in ueit From I'agr Four)
Rolhel. Woodford Co. Sens.
Versailles; Terry Houston.
Hi van
Station
Sr
IIS
U'xinglon: Sharon K. Rowlelt.
Rellevue Kle.,' Richmond:
Barbara J
Sanders. Model.
Richmond;
Martha Sands, Model. Rich
iniiiid. Karen I. Schaffer. Tales
Creek Sr IIS . Lexington; Mary
I. SclH'pman. Model. Richmond. William It. Schepman.
Madison
IIS.
Richmond.
Patricia A Seaman. Morion Jr
IIS. Lexington. Ellen Perry
Searcy. Model. Richmond.
Mary T Sebastian. Park Hills
Kle. Park Hills. Ronald A
Setter. Tales Creek Sr HS.
Lexington.
VA
Hospital
U-xingliin.

student
relationship
each
semester. "Of course people
have schedule changes (each
semester' and must shift off.
but some of those who are very
dedicated try to be available
semester after semester This
give some continuity to the
program."

/

What The Colonel Cooks
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Confidentiality stressed

Counseling Center aids individual development
B\ Dl V\ \ T »\ LOR
Staff tlnter
rlMt This is tae Ant
is a sene* *i article* «■ die
laheruix Ceaatetac, Cram
The eras teleakaa*
nr\tct
• il »* tttmrr* lev; weem
OB a cafDfM of bver :k**>
■nabMaats there undoubted !>
ariata t -eec ior a vane$ of
professana: counseling ser
vices Such sen-.cesare ofered
fee Universe Ccr.selr^
Center located at Elieodaa
HaE laiertiaateiv H HMM
that the Cetter s service* are
not always utihted to tier
faltelt potential by students
Perhaps s>e reason aw this ties
- :-* iaej :ha: some persons
are ir-i» i:
- ar.> iace s
of theCouasekng Cent: i^i >
practices

Abracadabra!!
Dr Ernest E Byrn. professor of chemistry
seems to he ready to say abracadabra as he
waves his magic wand over the props in front of
him Ur Byrn. an amate'ir magician often

performs magic shows for chits and school
groups In addition to bts magic hobby. Dr
Byrn also has an interest in ESP. often incorporating it into his magic snows

KSA unites state's student community
Many facets of student
government arc unknow n by the
major
college campus
population One of these is the
Kentucky Student Association
'KSA 1 KSA was organized in
the summer of 1971 to meet the
need for a united statewide
student community in the
|('ommon wealth
Since that time it has worked
tu promote activities of student
leaders us a whole The
organization is composed ol
delegates from both public and
'private institutions throughout
the slate These delegates meet
monthly to discuss and propose
objectives of the association
Past efforts of KSA include
conferences on issies such? as
student rights, minority affairs,
and voter registration drives.
The major focal point of KSA
interest has been, and still is.
lobbying in the stale legislature
The most significant accomplishment of this activity in
I he past was the securing of a
voting student member on the
Hoard nf Regents of every
public (bur-year institution
At present, the organization is
lobbying 111 support of bills
advocating the confidentiality
of student records, placing
students on the Council of
, Public Higher Education and
the landlord Tenant Act which
sets out rights and respon
sibihties of both tenant and
landlord and is aimed to protect
the tenant
Although lobbying activities
are still going on. KSA interest
and participation has dropped
sharply recently This fact
warrants major concern among
those schools slill actively and
willingly involved, one of which
is EKl
Steve
Rowland.
Vice

KSA re-evaluate

us purpose

At present, the members
view
it as a lobbying
organization, and although
lobbying is important, it is not
the sole purpose of the group.
The stale legislature only meets
once every two years Much
more concentration is needed
for effective state-wide student
government than just lobbying
before the General Assemblv."

TheCccrselaig Center asi: B
preses:l>
t:o»r
*as
established 10 l*7» as a tarsia!
deparcr.er.: aMaa the di\ aaon
of Studec: Affairs Pr»r to that
time. counseling services had
been offered through an office
located in the administration
buUdujg
With
the
reorganization of the unit.
however, the Center was moved
to EBendale Hall Iritialy tie
purpose of the new location was
togive tie Center an denary of
*s own At the same time.
policies were established that
granted
privileged
communicator and confidemiahtv
That tact brags to muw a
subject which at present is a
major foca pom: of interest on

■

■*e> batata} campuses—the are desroved This :* dose for Ceater enspsoys four perm meat w lam Johsoan and Chflsrd P
the purpose of frctag die «•"awb«t*and a ceataaaat Pat 1 it Ai staff atteabtr* (eel
tajdataaBalQ ,-c raeajraa
CJ Totar dtrectar of fee ssudeMaeopDortunirv:«ot«ar »•}*■■"« «ho also counsels dial then- areareaas are a jattt
^ eat* has irmiy his records d the nee* arises ttadents Aside from T* Tolar. effort, bat each has a ceraua
.. v
Ae Arevtor services aie of area #f concentration Ms
Hated. *a: conftder
As preser: the Ccucte-ang >ered bx Us Judith Brown. Brown deals bascally wah
crthalv protected and .-pre*:
student* that are haxag perby :ne Center aac! ::> sa5
sonal problems of any sort
ntemters
Ox records an
Parsons primary invor*eaieni
made avadable toBoaae The
is with tie development of and
ifcmgs :ha: student say to use
concern with the career
are confidential and are not
educatnn program Jehasea H
repeated to people other than
prunariy reapaasable tor ehe
■atrahm of the staff and ties
«nl> in "a consul at wr-1> p* a*
Of tome » papers to be read telephone service He also
Eastern promises to be
aaajjaan
represented at the first annual at the Philological Association works a the area of veeaaaaal
records or feeders kept on
Kentnek;
Philological meetmg three wall be chosen counseing and that of personal
t s-jier.: using M) kl r<
Association meeting March «-♦
tor puohcation in the Kentucky tacta! counseling The varied
Center I StrriCM .ire never
M kkarraj Nate Ir.versnj
PTuoksgical .Association Bulletin respons*»ilities of the staff
meat hers brag ato 1*1 aw
opened hi anyone A student *
The group organised last spnag M the best of ifee, l*:t meeting
per^ii. counselor aione. nas
Representing the Eastern services presently offered by
to bring together jistructors of
access to his or her file ar.c
languages and literature from Foreign Languages Depart- the Counseung Center
ment. Dr Marta Scorsone will
(it- r. situations of cooaround the State IV B>no R
Accorxhngto Dr Tcwar "The
read a paper on Eugenic mayor purpose of die Coua
autattor. other staff members
Rhodes el the Ea*. sn depart
• see the folders O
MSI at Eastern became the VIontale William CUrkson wdl selng Center is the developcases si extreme er-.erjer.c>
I :-■
atcietarj
of
the present one on Garcdaso
ment of the sidvidual
Matt is that which occurs r.
\sscciatKX-. las: Spring
suH-xie atrmpts is any r.
Bfiaa released M another
The first annual meeting will
person Again, this uifojtauace-.
be
made up of 15 sections five
a in the form of an evakiaeon
drawr. up b> a counselor It does are headed by professors of
Generous
Reward
of
not consist of the actual record Eastern sDepartment
Dr
Robert
E
of a student's counseling English
Male Coike
mostly brown in color
Students may . however, ash tor Burkhart Dr By no Rhodes. Dr
KeU> Thurman. Dr John Long,
a psychological evaluation
approximately 80 pounds
specifically and release this and Dr Harry Brown
information to other persons if
they so desire This is left en
Dr Brown will alto present a
Brown leather coMar
tirelv up to the individual reading of his own poetry. and
student and the informaaon w ill four members of the English
Answers to PLATO
not be released unlessexpucaK
Department will read papers
requested bv the student
Dr
Cordon Browing on
Missing M Weeks
I'pon graduation, a student's Faulkner. Dr Burkhart on
records are kept for a period of Shakespeare. Mrs
Aimec
one to two years Then, if no Alexander on Shelley and
request for the files has come Keats, and Dr Peter Remaley
from the student, the records on Robert Lowell

Professors attend meeting

LOST

623-1625

he said
Rowland believes a restructuring of the organnaticii
is vital to its success, and that
Eastern plans on being a major
influence in that re-structunng
He is hopeful in regard to the
future of KSA. and thinks the
organization can be a powerful
state-wide student voice wtuch
will serve the betterment of
Kentuckv students
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President of the Student
Association and Eastern's KSA
delegate feels that it is "time
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Cagers close out

SPORTS
DCWNf^T
BY MT WILSON

season with MSU

SPORTS EDITOR

Stansel, Brooks misused
Perhaps one of the main reasons for Eastern not
having a highly successful basketball season has
been the lack of playing time seen by seniors Robert
Brooks and Rick Stansel. Not this year though. lam
not trying to degrade Guy Strong (former coach at
EKU), but it is obvious that Brooks and Stansel were
not used to their full potential in the past.
Both players came out<of high school with good
statistics and brilliant performances behind them.
Much was expected of both of them coming into
college. Brooks was Mr. Basketball in Kentucky his
senior vear and Stansel was on a powerful squad.
Both were expected to be tremendous stars in
college. Brooks a prolific scorer and Stansel a shotblocking, rebounding forward. This did not come to
be. It was not their fault, that is for sure. Each had
good freshmen seasons. Brooks was a top reserve
his sophomore year and Stansel was hardly used.
None could fault Strong in this strategy cause he
led the Colonels to the 0VC crown. But the next year
Stansel was hardly used, again. Brooks started, but
was always quickly taken out for the slightest
mistake. This occurred to an even more degree
his sophomore season.
I can't help but think the performances of each of
these seniors, who are playing their last games as
Colonels against Morehead, Saturday night, would
have been extraordinary if they had been used to a
fuller extent in their early stages as collegians.
Nevertheless, each is a good athlete, both are in-,
tense competitors and as co-captains they served
admirably as leaders.
They should be recognized for their accomplishments and their efforts despite the misuse
(or non-use) ployed by Coach Strong. It would be
nice to see what would happen if they both were
freshmen again and had a new start.
There are three more athletes who deserve
recognition, especially, for their accomplishments
are unparalleled on this campus. They are members of the EKU swimming team which has won the
Kentucky Intercollegiate championship 11 straight
times.
Kevin Miles, a freestyle sprinter; Bill Stapleton, a
freestyle sprinter and relay man, and Bill Tingley, a
back sprinter and middle distance freestyler, all
swim in their last meet in Combs Natatorium this
weekend in the state meet. They each should do a
commendable job in leading the Eels to their 12th
straight state title. The meet starts Thursday and
runs through Saturday afternoon.

Calkin's crew takes
state crown for third

BY KEN PALEN
Staff Writer

The Eastern cagers close out
the 73-74 campaign this
Saturday, evening when the
Morehead Eagles invade
Alumni Coliseum! Tip-off is at
7:30
By tip-off time .Morehead will
either be eliminated from the
OVC race or very much in the
picture The determining factor
will be the Austin Peay at
Murray contest to be played on
Saturday afternoon If Austin
Peay wins that regionally
televised game they will have
captured their second straight
OVC crown.
However if Murray should
upset the Govs, Morehead could
tie for top spot in the conference
with a win over Eastern An
Austin Peay loss at Murray
could send the OVC into a three
way deadlock, providing that
Middle
Tennessee
upsets
Western at Bowling Green
But whether or not Morehead
is playing for the conference
championship there will be a
great deal at stake for both
teams simply because this is
Eastern versus Morehead. It
has become a matter of pride.
In the previous meeting
between the two teams in early
February the Eagles escaped
with a 91-83 victory, largely due
to Eastern's inability to cope
with a tenacious full court
press in the second half The
Colonels will have to react
better to pressure on Saturday
evening if they hope to avenge
their earlier loss.
Morehead has four bonafide
All-Conference nominees in
Leonard Coulter, Eugene

year an a row

Lyons. Arch Johnson and
How ard Wallen Coulter. Lyons
and Wallen ha\e all received
All-OYC recognition before and
Johnson has proven to be one o
the most consistent and.best
shooting players in the conference, this year.
Currently Coulter is the third
leading scorer in the OVC with a
24 point per game average
Lyons is averaging 17 points a
contest while Johnson is scoring
at a 13 point clip. Coulter is far
and away the leading Eagle
rebounder. ■*
Morehead s run and shoot
style of game is evident in their
86 point per game average
Opposing teams are scoring 85
points on the average . The
Eagles are shooting 47 per cent
as team from the field to dale
Saturday evening will mark
career ends for two Eastern
seniors.
Kick Stansel and
Robert Brooks would certainly
like to go out as victors,
especially against Morehead

e Eastern Kentucky
/University gymnastic team
b rough
the
Kentucky
Intercollegiate Gymnastic
Championship trophy back to
Eastern for the third consecutive year.
Unlike last
year's championship, which
was very close. Eastern rolled
over the competition this year
to win with a score of 119.9.
The five Eastern gymnasts
placed 1st through 5th in the Allaround. 3rd in the floor-x event
and 1st through 3rd in every
other event.
Eastern's cocaptain Bob Sanderson captured the State All-around Title
as well as the pommel horse,
parallel bars and horizontal bar
championships.
Co-captain Billy Sherrill
placed 2nd in vaulting and 3rd in
the all-around, floor-x. pommel
horse, and horizontal bar
events. John Vecchione placed
1st in the rings and vaulting
events, and 2nd in the allaround, parallel bars, and
pommel horse events.

————rr
Riflers compete

Colonels bomb ET,

at Morgantown
Eastern's
rifle
team
traveled to Morgan town last
weekend to participate in the
University of West Virginia
Conventional Sectional.
The results of the match have
not yet been received in the
competition against Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, the
University of Pittsburgh,
Xavier University and West
(Continued On Page Nine)

but Tech surprises
Jim Shepherd Photo

RICK STANSEL soars for a rebound in last Monday evenings
game with Tennessee Tech. Stansel. along with Robert Brooks
will be making his final appearance in a Colonel uniform on
Saturday when Eastern hosts Morehead at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni
Coliseum.

BY PAT WILSON
Sports Editor
After a resounding 20 point
victory over East Tennessee,
last Saturday night, Eastern
came home only to be knocked

...team has potential..."

Co-captain Stansel finds students friendly
BY TIM JONES
staff Writer
A veteran roundballer since
elementary school, Rick Stansel
is co-captain and starting
forward for this season's

0 nNNUfll DE ©f Pi
JOIN IN THE EXCITEMENT

LIVE MODELS IN BIKINI'S
DOOR PRIZES

THE GREATEST
BEACH

N6S!

Eastern Colonels. The 6'5 senior
from Dayton, Ohio began his
career in organized basketball
in the seventh grade and
progressed into a player of allcity status b'y his senior yefr at

Gerry Duff placed second on
thehorizontalbarand rings. 3rd
on the parallel bars and 4th in
the all-around. Brian Morrett
placed 4th on the horizontal bar
and 5th in the all-around.
When asked to comment on
this season. Coach Calkin had
this to say. "The team scores
were up 10 points from last year
and EKU captured its third
consecutive KIGC with the best
showing ever in a state meet.
However. I think I speak for
everyone on the team when I
say that we are happy to be
improved and to have cantured
the state crown again, but we
were not especially pleased
with our season. We felt that it
could have been better. Now we
are setting our sights on next
year to make it everything that
this year should have been, but
wasn't."
This was the final meet of the
season for the EKU gymnasts.
They closed with a record of 4
and 6 not counting the Championship victory.

Belmont High. "I guess my
uncle had the greatest influence
on my playing basketball."
related Stansel. "He was a
player in-high school and would
follow me at games along with
my parents."
Known for his outstanding
leaping ability and rebounding
skills. Rick received several
regional honors while playing
for his East Dayton team. He
remembers his first interview-

after once being named "Player the time the day was over I was
of the Week". "It was my first experienced with personal
time for radio and I was interviews."
naturally anxious. The inEastern was one of his first
terview was a taped telephone college offers after graduation.
conversation, and after lasting "I came down here, liked the
several minutes, I was glad to school and everything and knew
be finished. I returned to I was probably the right height
practice but soon found out the for the OVC, so I decided to
entire interview had torepeated stay," said Stansel. As a freshbecause the announcer had man, he averaged in double
forgotten to turn on the tape figures in both points and
recorder. I must admit that by rebounds, then played in a
reserve role on Eastern's
COUPON
COUPON
conference champions of 1972.
TENNIS PARTY
Rick started for the first time
during
his junior season before
I FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES, CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS
becomming a regular on this
The RICHMOND RACQUET CLUB
years squad.
now leasing
"This team has great future
courts lor private parties
potential. At first, inexperience
I
pleas* call 623-6464 lor information
hurt us. The team had to learn
to play together, and it takes
|
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
time to learn everybody's
. $15.00 per year '1.00 per hour per person walk-on time
moves." said Stansel. "After
seven straight losses, it could
|
RACQUET CLUB PRO SHOP
have hurt. Everybody could
Fully equipped ■ racquets strung
havesaid to heck with it, but we
50' oil any string job with this ad
got together to surprise Murray
and Austin Peay away, and
RICHMOND RACQUET CLUB
have now developed into a
Eastern By Pass St George Street
respectable conference team."
Rick is a physical education
major, and will play on the
"You sw/ng'em, we string'em"
(Continued On Page Nine)
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off for the second time this
season by Tennessee Tech, 6256.
The Colonels, led by Carl
Brown, Robert Brooks, and
Ji mmy Segar who had 24, 23 and
21 points respectively, beat the
Bucson their home floor, 87-67.
This win was by the largest
margin of the season for Coach
Bob Mulcahy's crew.
The
largest beforehand was by
seven over Austin Peay earlier
this year.
ETSU jumped to an 18-12 lead
early, but the Colonels fought
back to take the lead at the half
by a 45-40 mean. Then, in the
second half, Segar hit 7 of 8
shots and EKU blew the game
open in the waning moments.
Eastern hit 50 per cent for the
game with 35 for 70 and also hit
17 of their 21 free throws.
ETSU could only hit 39 per
cent of its shots, but
outrebounded the Colonels, 50-38.
The Bucs were led by Morris
Tampa's 16 points and 12
rebounds.
Brown got his 24 points on 9 of
16 from the field and 6 from 5
from the charity stripe. Brooks
contlributed nine rebounds to
his 8 for 12 night along with his
23points. Bob Watkins, starting
in place of an ill Larry Blackford, added 12 points to the
Eastern cause, on 6 of 9
shooting.
Uponreturning home Monday
night ,the C olonels faced a Tech
team which had beaten them 8075 earlier in the year. Other
than a win over Western, this
was the only OVC victory for the
Golden Eagles thus far. .
Once again, as in the first
EKU-TTU match. Frank Jones
and Jim Clemens led the Tech
surge
Jonesscored 22 points with 10
of 16 and Clemens added 10
points and five assists. Jones
guided the Eagles to a 35-29
halftime lead and proceded to
keep them in the lead with his
long range bombing
Eastern kept the heat on, but
nevercouldget the lead, despite
tieing the game at 45-45 with
eight minutes to go However,
Techoutscored the Colonels 11-2
in the next four minutes and
managed to hang on despite a
full-court EKU press
Eastern was led by Brown
and Brooks again, who had 16
points, nine rebounds, and 11
points, 13 rebounds respectively. The Colonels are now6-7
in the OVC and 8-14overall with
one game remaining That is n
Alumni Coliseum against
contender Morehea"d Saturday
nightat7:30. Morehead won the
first match. 91-63.

-* Beat
■t

\OPEK
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m

Morehead
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For state tourney

Women are 'ready'
BY PATRICIA WILDER
Stafr Writer
A busy schedule concludes the
season for the women's
basketball team and leads them
toward the Kentucky State
Women's Basketball tournament this weekend at
Morehead
Previous game action was in
the Tennessee Tech tournament
where the team placed third.
Leading
scorers
Marcia
Meuller. Brenda Ross, and
Bernie Kok kept the team out
front for victories over Middle
Tennessee
University.

I'niversity of Tennessee at
Martin, and Austin Peay^
After
the
Tennessee
tourney
the women traveled
to West Virginia where they met
and defeated the Marshall
I'niversity team. Brenda Ross
and Marcia Meuller scored 11
points each toward the 38-36
victory.
The University of
Kentucky was the next opponent on the schedule and the
team came up with another 5650 victo/y
The Eastern females ended
their season Saturday in
Weaver with a win over Miami
University. With the effective
passing combinations between

Bernie Kok and guard Brenda
Ross." the team tallied a 66-45
score Leading shooters were
Bernie Kok with 28 points and
forward Marcia Meuller with
14.
With a record of 12 wins and 4
loses, the Eastern women can
conk dently look tow art the
weekend when they will meet
teams from UK. Murray.
Western, and the I'niversity of
Louisville. According to Coach
Paula Welch. "The team is 100
percent ready."
At 1:00 Friday, the team will
begin tournament competition
with the University of Kentucky.

Boyd runs 6.2

Harbut, Boyd shine at Illini ^
nleet

COACH DONALD Combs shouts out encouragement to a swimmer during a recent
Eel meet. Eastern will host the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming Championships

starting tonight and running through
Saturday. The Eastern Eels are defending
champions. They will be seeking their twelfth
straight state championship.

Eels ride into state meet on
crest of 11-1 season record
Eastern, 1 Eels closed out
their regular season last
Saturday with a 66-47 victory
over Indiana State in the
Sycamores homo pool. The win
marked Eastern's seventh
consecutive victory and upped
the season's record to 11-1.
The lone defeat came at the
hands of Vanderbilt, who won
the meet in the final event, the
4(1(1 yard free relay,
and
healing Eastern by two-tenths
of a second.
Thus, Eastern
came within two-tenths of a
second of an undefeated season.
Freshman
Chris Smith
finished the regular season
undefeated in his specialties,
I he Medley Relay and the 200
butterfly. He easily won,the, fly
in 2:tr2.ii.
And ,the ' relay,
composed of Hill Tingley, Tom
.liivins. Smith, and Hill
Slapleton, coasted to a 3:45.6
win.Smith was voted as (he Eel
of the meel.
Eastern led the Sycamores all
ilie way. its lead leaching as

many as 23 points. After the
first relay, sophomore Terry
Stoddard nipped ISU's Bill
Johnston in the 1,000 free by
one-tenth of a second, winning
in 10:15.3. J.B. Hughes won his
favorite race, the 50 free, in
22.7, and Javins and Stapleton
finished first and second in the
Individual Medley.
Javins'
lime of 2:03.5 is his best of the
year.
Tingley broke the ISU pool
record in the 200 backstroke, a
record which he previously held
when he swam for Southern
Illinois. He also holds the pool
record for the 100 back from his
Southern Illinois days, meaning
that he now holds two pool
records, one while swimming
for Sill, and one while competing with Eastern. His time
in the 200 event was 2:00.6.
Eastern easily captured the
410 yard free relay with a time
of 3:17.5. Tingley. Stapleton,
Kevin Miles, and Wally Esser
made up the unit.

"We're happy with this win,"
said head coach Donald Combs,
"because the last two times
we've gone up there they've
beaten us soundly. But we got
after it early which might have
discouraged them."
Today through Saturday, the
Eels will be hosting the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Championships at Donald
Combs Natatorium.
Eastern
has won the championship for
11 consecutive years and is the
favorite to capture the title
again this season. The closest
competition should come from
cross-state rival Western.
Other teams include Kentucky,
Morehead, Louisville, and
Centre.
The meet will begin today at
4:00 and will consist of the 400
yard Individual Medley, the 800
yard free relay, and the 1,650
yard free.
Tomorrow and
Saturday, preliminaries will
begin at 10:30 and the finals at
4:00.

Knoxville takes v-ball tourney

Blair prepares for Olympics
BY STEVE RUBIN
Starr Writer
Eastern's campus was filled
with a multitude of sports activities this past weekend. The
events that took place proved to
bring many interesting people
to campus.

Among them was John Blair.
Blair was on the Eastern
campus to participate in the
first
Annual
Eastern
Invitational . Volleyball Tournament. This past year Blair
participated in the World
University Games in Moscow.
Commenting on the World

Holmes named to judge
at SIGC meet in March
Dr. Harold Z. Holmes Jr..
associate professor of physical
education at Eastern has been
chosen as a judge for the
Southern
Intercollegiate
Gymnastics
League
1974
c h a m pionahip
m <' e t .
The event will be held at the
I'niversity of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill. March 28 30
It is one
of the eight
qualifying meets for the NCAA
championships to be held in
April
Holmes was named to the
judges list by the Southern
G y mnast i es
Judges
Association. He is a nationally

certified judge and former Big
Ten. NCAA. NAAU. USGF. nad
Pan-American Games winner.
He is a former All-American
gymnast and was selected as
•athlete of the year" during his
senior year at the I'niveristy of
Illinois, where he also earned
the baccalaureate, master's
.md
doctor's
degrees

He is on the faculty of the
Department
of
Physical
Education for Men in the
Eastern School of Health.
Physical education. Recreation
and Atheletics He has been on
the Eastern faculty since 1969

Games, Blair described all the
participants as being "the top
players" in the world. "Also, all
the players were better conditioned"than the average
college volleyball participant.
Consistent play is the main
difference in the higher
caliber of ball being played,"
according
to Blair.
Concerning Blair's future, he
is at the present time preparing
for the Olympic trials.
His
dedication to the game of
volleyball can be attested to by
his stringent practice load.
Blair expects professional ball
players to be a good part of
volleyball's
future.
Blair gave a good account to
hid playing ability at the
Eastern
tournament.
by
completely dominating his
team's opponents. He led his
team, the Knoxville YMCA. to
the
championship.
Eastern's team tied for fourth
place in theiir first home court
tourney.

BY BILL STAPLETON
Staff Writer
Eastern's indoor track forces
under coach Art Harvey,
traveled to the University of
Illinois for the first Annual
Illini USTFF Indoor Track and
Field Meet last
weekend.
Strong performances were
turned in by Tyrone Harbut.
Elmo Boyd, Jerry Young, and
Pat Mitchell.
Harbut finished fifth in the
440-yard dash with a time of
49.2, a personal record for him.
Bryan Robinson ran the same
event in 49.4 while Joe Wiggins
had 49.7 Both times are indoor
pesonal records.
Boyd qualified for the NCAA
Championships in the 60 yard
dash with a time of 6.2. Young
had two IPR's. as he tied for
sixth in the 880 yard run with a
1:55.5, and finished fourth in the
mile run in 4:07.9.
Mitchell tied for second in the
pole vault, soaring 15 feet,
which ties his own school
record. Teammate Dan Watson
jumped 14 feet and tied for
seventh.
Freshman Greg
Roberts turned in an indoor
personal record with a jump of
13 feet.
In addition to running the 440
yard dash, Harbut also finished

Riflers
(Continued From Page Eight)
Virginia.
In team competition, varsity
fired an 1,165 (4 man team) with
Tina Bentley as high shooter
with a 295, followed by David
Snellen 292, Kevin Mitchell 292,
and Tom Boggs 286.
ROTC fired an 1,160 with John
Fryman leading his team with a
297. LC. Stewart 288, Mary
Ellen Hume 288, and George
Gyurik 287 composed the
remainder of the man ROTC
team.
Top EKU riflers in the individual classifications for men
and women were David Snellen
295, and Mary Ellen Hume 292.

BY SAM WHITE
Staff Writer
The thump of the basketball,
intramural style, promises to
continue after spring break.
The tournament begins March
March 5-8 and will pick up
March 18 and 19.
The
University championship will
be Wednesday night, March 20.
This week's play and next
Monday night's contests will
cap regular season action.
Practically the entire lot of
league winners have been
decided at this present time.
The results: League A, Open;
B, Vulcans; C, UHFH-A; D,
UHFH-B; E, 7-11-B; F, Kappa
Alpha Psi; H, Supersonics; I, 711-A; J, Graduates; K, Squad,
M, Tenth Wave; L, ODT; N,
OD's; P, Bad Guys; Q, Sigma
Chi; and League R, Tau
Kappa
Epsilon.

In the recent ping pong
tourney at Keene Hall. Daniel
Tjandra beat Randy Regler for
the independent title
The
campus champ was then
decided when Tjandra defeated
Dave Fugate of Kappa Alpha
fraternity,
21-13,
21-15.
The IM weight lifting activity
also produced independent and
fraternity winners. Pi Kappa
Alpha took the fraternity
division, while independent
representatives ODT and Grog
finished in a deadlock for first.
John Burtin of Theta Chi
clipped Frank Nankivell of Pi
Kappa Alpha
to take the
fraternity handball singles
point bracket. The independent
tourney has yet to finish play
There will be a madnatory
team manager's meeting for
men's Softball Friday, March
1 , at 4 p.m., Room 156, Begley.
One representative from each

team

must

be

present

WMM'I IMI

Softball
entries
close
Friday, March 18. Entries may
be found in Weaver 304 and an
abundant number of these do

exist .
The Women's IM department
has also scheduled a free throw
shooting contest.
Drop by
Weaver or phone 4918 for in
formation.

CEDAR POINT
AMUSEMENT LAND
hit many opportunities lor ttudenti
interested in turner employment
Register for <n interview at your
Placement Service Office.

Interview Date:
Tune

March 27

8:30 to 4:30

HAVE A SUPER SUMMER IN 74
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TURPIN'S
WORLD

BAD ROAD

Intramurals Scene ...features basketball

Marathon AAU team with
former Eastern stars George
Bryant and Daryl Dunagan
after this season. His wife,
Pam, is a native of Fairfield,
Ohio, and works in Dr. Barlow's
office in CUC. Rick is still indifferent about a future in
basketball, but upon graduation
would like to move back to Ohio
close to the Cincinnati area
With regard to Eastern, Stansel
considers the physical size to be
perfect, and the students
friendly. "At first I may have
been undecided about Eastern,
but soon found I was glad to
participate in the basketball
program and continue my
education here."

FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 7:30 P.M.

On a*

INTRAMURAL WEIGHTLIFTING competition was completed
last week with ODT and Grog emerging as Independent division
co-champions Pi Kappa Alpha won the Fraternity division. A
reminder to all team managers that signups for IM Softball
close tomorrow.

(Continued From Page Eight)

BICYCLE
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Eastern's mile relay had its
best effort of the season despite
being tired, according to
Harvey. Harbut and Robinson,
two members of the unit, had
just participated in the600yard
run and were not fresh. The
team's time was 3:20.9. which
placed them fourth

Stansel

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 Mil.. South on U.S. 25. ■«r«o Rood - Phone 623-1718

He's a
GOOD COR..
On a
»
BIG BIKE...

fourth in the 600 yard run with a
time of 1:12.6 while Robinson
wa sright behind in 1:12.7. Denis
Donahue ran the same event in
1:14.9.
lee Gordon and Tom Mangus
both had IPR's in the 880 yard
run. running 1:58.9 and 1:59.2.
respectively.

tf£o e«t* e

"Dealers In wheelers"
Raleigh.
Nishiki.

Peugeot. Vista.
Azuki. Concord.

Campagnolo and

Suntour

'■r-...-

4 SERVICE FOR. A\L BIKES

»

I

TrCKFrS.AVAILABJ^AT £3S*2SM ADMINISTRATION
Our Service Is Best
Ask Our Customers
623-7214

Porter Drive

BUILDING & POWELL BUILDING INFORMATION DESK
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Mexico study program offered
BY DKLMA FRANCIS
.Managing Kditor-News
The Department ol horeign Languages
is offering its second annual travel-studs
program in Mexico during Spring
Intersession. with headquarters in
Mexico City
According to William Clarkson.
assistant professor of foreign languages
who will be making the trip, any student
is eligible, however, "preference will be
given to Spanish students if it somes to
that
Clarkson calls the program one of
"academic veneer." basically a travel
program The study plan will consist of

individual projects, preceded by an
orientation meeting the Saturday before
departure
There will be no formal
classroom activity
Clarkson suggests that Spanish majors
uho take part in the program attend
movies and plays and critique them as a
part of their projects
All those who
aren t Spanish majors will probably-do a
project relating to their major area of
interest
There are 13 students presently
enrolled for the study-tour "I would like
to take a group of 19 or 20." said
Clarkson, "but could take more if
necessary This is the most popular class

as far as enrollment is concerned, with
the exception of the introductory courses
It's been a very successful venture thus
far Seventeen or 18 went last year, and
there are three students who are going
back "
Clarkson said the course is now listed
in the catalog as independent study, but
"next year it will be numbered specially
with one number for graduate crdit and
one for undergraduate credit "
In addition to the time spent in Mexico
City, the group will also visit Puebla .
Acapulco. and Tampico in Mexico, and
upon return to the U.S.. will tour NewOrleans' Latin Quarter and see the
Houston Astrodome
"The thing I think most highly of about
this program," said Clarkson. "is that we
are not associated with a sister institution in Mexico " He said most
college programs of this type tend to ally
themselves with a university in Mexico,
where the American students are housed
in dormitories with other American
students and attend formalized classes
with other Americans
"In this program our students have
met Mexican people and were invited
into their homes. Lasting friendships
developed." he said.
The entire estimated cost of the trip is
$390. $70 for transportation to and from
Mexico, $130 for lodging in the U.S. and
Mexico and $190 estimated for meals,
entertainment, laundry, and tuition and
miscellaneous expenses.
Those interested in attending should
call 3231 The study-tour will be completed in time for students to attend the
regular summer session.

Jim Shepherd Pholo

Coed color guard
Mary Ellen Hume, and Fredia Wofford, officers in the EKU
Women's Reserve Officers Training Corps, were the first coeds
to join a Colonel's pre-game color guard The bearers, from left.

are Miss Wofford, Richard Rlair. Art Pascal. George Blackburn, Gary Vandeventer. and Miss Hume.

To commemorate centennial

Congress honors Eastern with resolution
Submitted by Representative, Tim Lee
Carter:

Familiar sight
No checks, no gus. no nothing as Richmond pumps run dry Actually. Madison
('otinty has not suffered too greatly during

the energy crisis, as several stations arc
still opening on Sunday

Whereas, Eastern Kentucky University
is this year commemorating a century of higher education on its
campus at Richmond,
.dating to the 1874 founding of Central
University;
Whereas, since its founding as a public
institution in 1906. Eait.. ern Kentucky University has achieved
a distinguished record
.. of institutional development;
Whereas, through its philosophy of extending educational opportunities to the broadest possible
segment of society. Eastern

..Kentucky University has granted
twenty-six thosand six
..hundred and thirty degrees and has
served countless thou.. lands of other individuals in meeting
their educational needs
.. and goals;
Whereas. Eastern Kentucky University
has recorded an admira. ble record of research and public
service while maintaining
.. emphasis • the teaching function of its
mission as a regional
.. university;
Whereas, Eastern Kentucky University
has developed a broad
.. academic offering in the liberal and
fine arts, the sciences.

..business.
teacher
education,
preprofessional and professional
..areas and In the applied and technical
disciplines;
Whereas, seeking to serve in unique and
needed ways. Eastern
.. Kentucky University has taken a
position of leadership in
.. areas such a s
..areas such as criminal justice
education, military science.
..nursing and allied health, vocational
and technical education.
..and
special
education
and
rehailitation; and
Whereas, through its dynamic approach
to its responsibilities
.. as a public institution . Eastern Kentucky University has

as a public institution. Eastern Kentucky University has
|

I

. drawn national attention to itself. aMd
its program, reflecting
..favorably on the Commonwealth of
Kentucky;
.. Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring). That tha
.. Resolved by the House of Represent
tatives (the Senate concurring). That the
Congress expresses its greetings and
congratulations to Eastern Kentucky
University during its Centennial Year of
High Education, and extends the hope of
the people of the United States tha$
Eastern Kentucky University will, in its
new century, continue to grow and
prosper.
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IN CASE YOU HAVE NOT HEARD,
THE UNIVERSITY STORE IS IN THE RECORD BUSINESS AGAIN.
OVER 2000 LP'S JUST ARRIVED.
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WE ARE ALSO CONTINUING OUR SALE

Lieberman

OF CLEARANCE RECORDS AT 25 PERCENT OFF.

enterprises

Ring
Day

The University Store
STEWART'S (ASSOCIATED]
DANNER'S 3-D DISCOUNT
WOOLWORTH
WOOLCO
OSCO DRUG

Monday, March 4
8 to 5
Special Savings
On Your College Ring
This Day Only-

G. C. MURPHY
HORNSBY'S
GIBSON DISCOUNT
CARSON PIRIE SCOTT CAMC)
DONALDSON'S (ALLIED)
RICHMAN-GORDMAN
TEAM ELECTRONICS
SCHAAK

$3.00 Value Free
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The University Store
KEEN JOHNSON BUILDING
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